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Fig. 1. Exemplar functionalities of the proposed framework. (a) Calculated facial landmarks. (b) Exemplar
user-defined AOIs based on the landmarks. (c) Average heatmap over all viewers based on the facial landmarks.
(d) Exemplar scanpath visualization for one viewer.
We present a novel framework for the evaluation of eye tracking data in portrait videos including the automatic
generation of customized areas of interest (AOIs) based on facial landmarks. In contrast to previous work,
our framework allows the user to flexibly create AOIs by grouping the detected landmarks. Moreover, their
shape and size can be modified to better fit both the research question and the precision of the eye tracker.
The framework can be used as an integrated solution to not only generate AOIs but also to evaluate viewing
behavior like the overall fixation times, the similarity of scanpaths, and the number of saccades between AOIs.
Other functionalities include the visualization of gaze paths and the creation of heatmaps. We demonstrate the
benefits of our framework and user-defined AOI layouts via an exemplary application, i.e., the investigation of
face swapping artifacts.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Eye tracking enables researchers from different backgrounds to gain insights about human perception. The communities of computer graphics and vision can benefit from this technology to analyze
how new image or video manipulation methods impact people’s viewing behavior. This way, the
conspicuousness of artifacts can be assessed by investigating whether viewers directly look at
them [11, 34, 39]. This is especially valuable for portrait videos, as humans are highly specialized
in recognizing and analyzing faces [27, 30] and may effortlessly notice modifications which are
not easily measurable by standard error metrics. Therefore, an assessment based on eye tracking
can aid researchers in identifying shortcomings of current technologies and further increase the
perceptual realism on facial modification techniques like aesthetic enhancement of faces or face
swapping.
A common approach to evaluate eye tracking data, is to assess the gaze of viewers based on areas
of interest (AOIs) [17, 33, 36]. These are used to assign a semantic meaning to image regions and
decouple them from their pixel positions (see Fig. 1 (b)). During the analysis, all fixations that fall
into one of these areas are grouped and jointly evaluated. Thereby, it becomes easy to assess both
the attention of viewers as well as salient features, even across stimuli. While AOIs can be generated
by manually labeling images, this quickly becomes infeasible for videos as every frame needs to
be annotated. Automatic AOI generation tools can be used to speed up the annotation process.
Current systems are designed for perceptual research on facial recognition and processing, therefore
focusing only on the creation of AOIs for the eye, nose and mouth regions [2, 14]. However, this is
not sufficient for the analysis of facial modification techniques as artifacts may be introduced at
other facial areas like the facial contour or the cheeks.
In this paper, we propose an out-of-the-box eye tracking evaluation framework specifically
designed for portrait videos which includes the automatic generation of AOIs. In contrast to
previous work, our framework enables users to freely adjust the size and form of AOIs based on
detected facial landmarks. Thereby, the resulting AOIs can be matched to the task, e.g., the location
and size of anticipated artifacts as well as the accuracy and precision of the used eye tracker [17, 29].
Additionally, our framework can be used as an integrated solution not only for the creation of
AOIs but also for the analysis of eye tracking data. It can, for example, calculate statistics including
the overall dwell time per AOI, the number of saccades between pairs of AOIs, and also includes
three scanpath comparison algorithms. Every step of the analysis can be performed for the complete
video or only for user-defined time intervals, which is a valuable option to isolate specific video
content or artifacts. The framework can further create different visualizations. Heatmaps based on
the facial landmarks offer a quick and intuitive visualization to compare gaze between different
viewers, videos, or time frames. Together with visualizations of the AOIs and viewer’s gaze, they
can aid researchers in choosing data-specific AOI configurations, e.g., whether to include AOIs for
the cheeks or the jaw, or to split AOIs for the eyes and eyebrows.
We demonstrate the advantages of our framework by analyzing eye tracking data on a current
facial manipulation technique. We invite participants to an experiment where we record their eye
movements while they freely watch face swap videos from a validated and partially annotated
database, which has been specifically designed for perceptual experiments, the PEFS dataset [38].
We show how our framework can be used to create and evaluate different AOI configurations
and how it can analyze gazing behavior and the occurrence of artifacts. The results illustrate the
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advantages of customized AOI configurations and highlight how they affect the ability to investigate
gaze behavior and artifacts.
Overall, our out-of-the-box eye tracking analysis framework offers the following functionalities
(see Fig. 1):
• Automatic AOI generation based on facial landmarks with high flexibility for the definition
of the groups and shapes of AOIs.
• Various analysis techniques including fixation distributions and durations, saccades between
AOIs, and scanpath comparisons.
• Different visualizations for an easy and quick assessment of the data, gaze paths, and AOIs.
We will make the source code of our framework publicly available:
https://graphics.tu-bs.de/publications/wohler2022automatic
2

RELATED WORK

In this section we briefly discuss previous work on the detection of artifacts using eye tracking, as
well as other frameworks used to analyze gaze in portrait videos.
2.1

Artifact Detection Using Eye Tracking

The application of eye tracking has a long history in facial recognition and processing research [20,
28]. It has been applied to investigate various areas like gazing differences between genders [26],
the impact of familiarity with the shown face [1, 35], or the response to emotions displayed on a
face [7, 10, 24].
Lately, eye tracking has also been used to assess artifacts in videos and analyze the quality of
facial manipulation techniques. Several works found that artifacts attract the gaze of observers and
that the conspicuousness of artifacts can be assessed by investigating whether viewers directly look
at them [6, 8, 11, 34]. Further, it has been established that artifacts influence the eye movements
and gaze durations for faces distorted by artifacts [5].
With the rise of face-swapping and facial reenactment techniques, it has been suggested to use
the high specialization of human facial processing to detect manipulated video content. In this
line of research it was found that gaze patterns differ between observing genuine or deepfake
videos [13]. Furthermore, an AOI-based analysis was used to investigate gazing patterns in face
swap videos [39] which revealed changes in fixation distribution between real and modified videos.
To aid researchers in these fields, we introduce an out-of-the-box eye tracking framework including
customized AOI generation, analysis techniques, and visualization options for portrait videos.
2.2

Eye Tracking Analysis Frameworks for Portrait Videos

Early frameworks for automatic facial AOI generation used Haar features to detect the eyes, mouth,
and nose in portrait videos [3]. As this first approach was still prone to outliers, following research
restricted AOI positions to the specific layout of facial geometry to improve their placement [9].
Hessels et al. introduced the idea to use facial landmark detection for automatic AOI generation [14].
They built upon previous work, which computed 68 facial landmarks and chose subsets of those
for eyes, nose, and mouth [2]. By approximating the form of the corresponding facial regions with
Voronoi tessellation, the generated AOIs achieved the same quality as a previous semi-automatic
approach [15].
All of these methods enable the automatic extraction of AOIs for videos, however, they only
consider the eye, nose, and mouth regions as usually only these are considered for facial processing
research [4, 28]. This assumption was empirically proven by Hessels et al. who show that when performing free-viewing tasks over natural faces, people only fixate on a series of sparse features [16].
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Furthermore, Hooge and Camps proposed to use large AOIs to increase the robustness to noise [18].
However, facial manipulation techniques may create salient artifacts at arbitrary positions on the
face, making it necessary to be able to adjust the configuration of AOIs including their size, forms
and the covered regions. Therefore, our framework allows the definition of customized AOIs.

Fig. 2. Interactive generation of AOIs: Our framework includes a tool that easily enables users to define
their own AOI layouts. After adding a new grouping, users can define the AOIs by clicking on the desired
landmarks and choosing which type of approximation to use. Additionally, padding can be defined for each
AOI to enlarge the area and easily adapt to noise in the eye tracking data. The usage of the tool is illustrated
in the accompanying video.

3

FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

Our framework allows users to define custom AOIs with an interactive tool. These can be applied
to arbitrary portrait videos based on detected facial landmarks. Afterwards, the user can evaluate
the data and generate visualizations on the AOIs within the framework.
3.1

AOI Generation

One of the core functionalities of our framework is the generation of user-defined AOIs to approximate facial areas. This allows the user to analyze the viewing behavior across different videos and
actors as fixations can be grouped by AOIs. To enable easy customization of the AOIs by the user,
we decided to use facial landmark detection. This way, the user can flexibly group landmarks to
create AOIs matching their intended research task. The definition of AOIs can either be done by
editing a configuration file or using an interactive tool. While the configuration file allows fast
editing of AOIs for users with knowledge of facial landmarks and their IDs, the visual tool is easy to
work with and efficiently visualizes AOIs shapes and layouts, see Fig. 2. During the AOI definition,
the user can define the shape used to cover the landmark groups from circles, lines or polygons
and select the desired size of the resulting AOI. It is further possible to approximate the landmarks
by a convex hull, which easily enables the creation of AOIs for the full face or inner areas like the
cheeks. This allows full flexibility to generate exactly the AOIs needed for the task. The usage of
the tool is illustrated in the accompanying video.
To create the AOIs, our framework first calculates facial landmarks for every frame. We currently
use the detector of Dlib [23] to extract 68 facial landmarks, see Fig. 1 (a). However, the design of our
framework is flexible enough to substitute this detector with other approaches if different landmarks
are desired or improved techniques are introduced. Afterwards, we apply the user-defined AOI
configuration and apply it to the current frame in order to analyze the fixation data.
Moreover, it is possible to use Voronoi tessellation as proposed by previous work [16]. For this,
we use the same facial landmarks as central points as suggested by a previous automated AOI
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detection framework [14] with a user-defined radius. This enables for an easy comparison to
previous research which used this technique. In addition to the facial AOIs, static AOIs can be freely
defined in the video, which can be useful to evaluate background elements with fixed positions.
In cases of overlapping AOIs (e.g. due to face rotations), the fixation will be assigned to the first
defined AOI among the overlapping ones, following the definition order used in the visual tool or
configuration file.
3.2

Analysis of Viewing Behavior

Our framework contains diverse functionalities to directly assess the viewing behavior of participants and analyze their gaze. Using the defined AOIs, the framework can calculate how much time a
viewer spends looking at each AOI. This can be used to see which facial areas were most important
to the observer or to analyze changes in viewing behavior for different conditions (e.g., original vs.
modified video). As this metric is based on the AOIs and therefore independent of pixel positions,
it is easy to compare any change on fixation times on facial areas between videos. Additionally, our
framework allows to analyze changes in the focus of the participants by calculating fixation shifts
between AOIs.
We further include different scanpath algorithms in the framework, which can be used to estimate
the similarity of the viewing behavior between participants. In contrast to only analyzing the overall
distribution of fixations, these take the sequence of fixations into account. Our framework provides
three different methods for scanpath analysis: (1) The Mannan distance [31, 32], which uses raw
fixation data and estimates whether fixations between two scanpaths occur in the same area. (2) The
vector based similarity measure [21], which can use either fixation positions or fixation duration to
compute the similarity between gaze data. (3) The Levenshtein distance [25], which compares the
order of fixations in consideration of the defined AOIs. Therefore, the Levenshtein distance can
also be used to compare viewing behavior between videos.
Overall, we designed our framework in a modular way, that allows researchers to extend it with
implementations of additional evaluation algorithms.
3.3

Visualization

In order to help the users decide on a suitable AOI layout, our framework contains different
visualization options including the visualization of the chosen AOIs, scanpaths, and heatmaps.
While our interactive tool for the definition of AOIs visualizes the chosen configuration based
on the facial landmarks, it is also possible to overlay the AOIs on a video or image, as seen in Fig. 1
(b). Seeing how the AOIs look like when applied to the video data, can further clarify the resulting
AOI positions. Furthermore, the user can define a scanpath length and include the last fixations in
this visualization, see Fig. 1 (d). With this combination, users can easily assess whether the chosen
AOIs meet their requirements and how the gaze of viewers shifts while watching the video.
To enable a quick visual estimation on the distribution of fixations in the video, the importance
of facial areas and general trends in the data, our framework supports the creation of heatmaps
(Fig. 1 (c)). In order to allow a comparison between videos, the heatmaps consider the fixations in
relation to the position of the facial landmarks. Our framework can calculate heatmaps for single
videos or participants as well as the averaged heatmaps over sets to visualize the viewing behavior.
3.4 Data Processing
Input data. Instead of working on raw eye tracking data, we designed our framework to work on
eye tracking fixation data. The data handed to the framework must consist of 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates as
well as start and end time for the each fixation. Such fixation data is directly produced by common
eye trackers (e.g., PupilLabs, Tobii, EyeLink). The framework is therefore independent on the used
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eye tracker and fixation detection algorithm. It can load data from .xlsx, .xls and .csv files. Before
analyzing the data, our framework offers the possibility to perform drift correction of the data
based on specified trials.
Usage of the framework. As a first step, the user can use the aforementioned visual tool
to generate their custom AOIs or use a configuration file to reuse previously defined AOIs. The
detection of facial landmarks as well as the execution of evaluation algorithms is done via the
command line. Hereby, the user can flexibly choose which videos and eye tracking data shall be
loaded. Additionally, it is possible to perform each computation independently, e.g., instead of
detecting facial landmarks in a video, the user could load pre-computed AOI fixation data and
directly calculate a scanpath comparison or visualize the heatmap of the fixation data. Parameters
like the length of the visualized scanpath or start and end frames for computations can be defined
during the calls on the command line.
Output data. The framework can output all generated data, like the dwell times per AOI or the
number of saccades between AOIs, to .csv files. This way, the user can proceed with the analysis in
their preferred statistic frameworks or coding environments. Furthermore, the user-defined AOIs
are saved in a configuration file. This file can not only be used within our framework, but also
contains annotations on the facial landmarks and padding for each AOI, so that researchers can
review the dimensions of the resulting AOIs.
4

EVALUATION

In this section, we first discuss the quality of automatically generated AOIs based on facial landmark
detection. Next, we apply our framework on the task of artifact detection in manipulated videos
and illustrate the benefits of user-defined AOIs. Finally, we conclude the section with a performance
evaluation of the framework.
4.1

Accuracy of Automatically Generated AOIs

Our framework generates AOIs by assigning detected facial landmarks to groups and covering
these groups by shapes like lines or polygons (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the accuracy and robustness
of the resulting AOIs depends solely on the quality of the detected facial landmarks.
In general facial landmark detection techniques achieve high accuracy [37] and previous work
found that automatically generated AOI layouts using modern facial landmark detection achieve the
same placement accuracy as semi-automatic approaches [14]. An example of the robustness of AOIs
generated by our approach can be found in the supplemental video. Furthermore, new methods for
facial landmark detection are regularly proposed increasing the robustness in challenging scenarios
like lighting changes, occlusions and facial deformations [12, 19, 22]. Our framework is designed
flexible enough to exchange the currently used facial landmark detector with newer and even more
robust methods.
In case no face is detected in a frame, the user is notified and no AOIs are created. As this can
be the case for occlusions or simply video sequences without actors, we report these fixations to
occur outside of the face. For the experiments discussed in this paper, we were able to retrieve
facial landmarks and generate AOIs for all frames.
4.2

Analysis of Eye Tracking Data Based on AOIs

To both exemplify and prove the capabilities of our framework, we analyze the gaze of viewers
watching face swap videos. In face swap videos, the facial appearance of a person is exchanged
with another person, while keeping the original movement and expressions. This technique was
found to introduce artifacts at several facial regions including the eyes and the facial contours
(e.g., overlapping facial contours of the two actors or highly blurred areas) [38, 39], see Fig. 3 (a).
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Fig. 3. Visualization of Face Swaps. (a) A frame of a face swap with highlighted visible artifacts. As the
face of original and imitated person are merged, overlapping effects may be introduced at the facial contours.
Furthermore, a slight color mismatch is visible at the forehead. (b) Visualization of the two last fixations for
all participants on the same frame. (c) Heatmap averaged over all participants and videos for unmodified
stimuli. (d) Heatmap averaged over all participants and videos for face swaps.

Towards our goal, we first gather eye tracking data of participants watching videos modified by a
current face-swapping method and the corresponding genuine versions. Afterwards we analyze the
obtained data using our framework to assess how customized AOIs can benefit users at detecting
differences between the video conditions.
Gathering Eye Tracking Data. We use a subset of videos from the PEFS dataset [38] as stimuli
and gathered eye tracking data for them. This validated face-swapping dataset has been specifically
designed for perceptual experiments and contains genuine portrait videos and their corresponding
face swaps taken in front of a uniform background, making it eligible for eye tracking experiments.
In order to evaluate how our framework can help to detect artifacts introduced by the modification,
we choose four face swaps that were annotated as containing visible artifacts as well as their
genuine counterparts.
We gather eye tracking data using an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker by SR Research Ltd. with a
sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. It is placed at 65 cm distance to the participant and records
monocular tracking of their right eye. During the experiment, the participant was seated in a
semi-dark room and was asked to place their head on a chin rest. The videos are played on a
47-inch screen (100 Hz, 1920 × 1080 pixel) at a distance of 90 cm from the chin rest. We used 9-point
calibration and drift correction between trials. We conduct a free-viewing tasks and play the videos
in random order. The participants are not informed about the face swaps before the experiment
and see each video only either in the original or modified version (between-subjects design).
We obtain eye tracking data from 20 participants (10 female). Their ages are between 18 and 35
with an average age of 23.85. All participants have normal or corrected to normal vision and are
university students. They either receive one course credit or 10e for their participation.
Assessing the Data using Visualization Techniques. We used our framework to generate
visualizations of the shifts between fixations. For every frame, we directly draw the last fixation
(marked as a circle) and a vector pointing to the new fixation for all participants (one color per
participant). This allows us to gain a fast visual impression of the obtain eye tracking data. We
noticed that participants first observed the main facial features (i.e., eyes, nose and mouth) but after
around 30 seconds of the video play they started looking more at other facial areas and artifacts. In
Fig 3 (b), an exemplary video frame at 34 seconds is shown with the visualized data. At this moment,
many of the participants were looking at the facial contours, which contain visible artifacts as
shown in Fig. 3 (a) and are annotated consistently in the PEFS dataset [38]. Afterwards, we generated
averaged heatmaps over all participants for the real and face swap videos as shown in Fig. 3 (c)
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and (d). Even though there were some fixations on the facial contours in the videos, the heatmaps
are very similar between both conditions. This may be due to the fact that participants spent the
first half of the video looking more on the eyes, nose, and mouth. Based on these visualizations, we
would like to assess whether or not the fixations on the facial contour are significantly increased
for face swap videos.

Fig. 4. Visualization of different AOI configurations. (a) AOIs using Voronoi tessellation based on previous
work [14] (𝐴𝐻 ). (b) AOIs for eyes, mouth, and nose approximated by polygons (𝐴𝑆 ). (c) Finer AOIs including
the facial contour and the eyebrows represented by lines (𝐴𝐹 ). (d) AOIs focusing on covering all facial areas
including the chin and cheek region using convex hulls (𝐴𝐴 ).

Comparison of AOI Layouts. In contrast to previous work, our framework allows the customized definition and generation of AOIs. Therefore, they can be designed in consideration of
the research question and eye tracking data. We start our evaluation with a comparison of four
different AOI configurations highlighting how the choice of AOIs impacts the ability to see trends
in the eye tracking data.
The four AOI layouts we choose are visualized in Fig. 4. First, we want to discuss these configurations in more detail. The left configuration recreates the Voronoi-based AOI layout proposed by a
previous framework [14]. Their framework is able to automatically extract AOIs of portrait videos,
but is limited to this layout which only includes eyes, nose and mouth (𝐴𝐻 ). As proposed by their
paper, a central point for each AOI is chosen and fixations within a radius of 4 degrees around
this point are assigned to the AOIs. This creates large AOIs which are especially robust to noisy
data. The second AOI configuration is a more precise version of the same AOIs using polygons and
lines to approximate the facial features (𝐴𝑆 ). This representation can give better insights into the
viewing behavior if the eye tracking setup has the necessary accuracy and precision. Next to these
configurations which use the classical AOI layout of eyes, nose and mouth, we also include two
configurations which further separate facial areas. This allows to also investigate the saliency of
other facial areas, which may be impacted by artifacts from facial manipulation techniques. We
define the AOI layout 𝐴𝐹 which includes the general face area, separates the eyes and eyebrows,
and includes the facial contour - which was reported to be an area affected by artifacts in face swap
videos [38]. Finally, we apply AOI configuration 𝐴𝐴 which divides the face area outside the eyes,
nose and mouth further by including a cheek and a chin area. Moreover, we use one AOI for the
outer facial contour and one for the forehead. The generation of those more detailed AOIs layouts
is not possible with previous frameworks and requires customized AOIs. The face detector utilized
in our framework was able to extract landmarks for every frame in the input videos and could
therefore also create the defined AOIs for every frame. Overall, these visualizations illustrate how
our framework is able to generate differing AOI layouts.
As a next step, we evaluate the eye tracking data to compare the four AOI configurations. We
calculate the dwell time per AOI and export the data from our framework. Afterwards we plot the
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Fig. 5. Mean dwell times on each AOI comparing the four AOI strategies. NONE indicates fixations outside
of the AOIs, LOST denotes missing eye tracking data. Error-bars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM).

average times participants spent looking at each AOI, at areas outside the AOIs (NONE) and lost
data during the eye tracking recording (LOST) together with their standard error of the mean (SEM)
in Fig. 5. As expected, the fixations assigned to each area vary based on the AOI configuration. The
𝐴𝐻 configuration assigns more fixations to the mouth and eyes which is due to the rather large
AOIs compared to the other finer layouts. While this is preferable for noisy eye tracking data, it
may falsely contribute fixations to the eyes and mouth for more accurate data. This difference can
be seen in the configuration 𝐴𝐴 which distinguishes between fixations directly on the eyes and the
surrounding cheek region. Further, even though the jaw is not represented as an AOI in previous
frameworks, including it in 𝐴𝐹 and 𝐴𝐴 reveals that participants look at the facial contours often.
The same can be seen for the forehead region. This indicates that the contour region can be salient
for the viewer in the used face swap videos.
We assess the differences between the AOI configurations with a Welch ANOVA, as the assumption of homogeneity of variance was violated (Levene). Testing the AOIs between the configurations
points towards significant differences (𝐹 (3, 260) = 26.18, 𝑝 < 0.001). A post-hoc Tukey test reveals
that the main differences lie in the eye and mouth regions between 𝐴𝐻 and the other configurations (Eyes: 𝑝𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐻 < 0.001, 𝑝𝐴𝐹 𝐴𝐻 < 0.001, 𝑝𝐴𝑆 𝐴𝐻 < 0.001; 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝐻 = 20621, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 1626.2,
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝑆 = 5805, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 798.16, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝐹 = 5059, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 699.84, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝐴 = 4563, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 709.65;
Mouth: 𝑝𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐻 < 0.001, 𝑝𝐴𝐹 𝐴𝐻 < 0.001, 𝑝𝐴𝐻 𝐴𝑆 < 0.001; 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝐻 = 15916, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 1566.72,
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝑆 = 8581, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 798.34, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝐹 = 8528, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 792.94, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝐴 = 6725, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 683.05).
This stems from the larger AOIs in the configuration 𝐴𝐻 . There are no significant differences for
the nose region which matches the fact, that it has a similar form and size in all configurations (all
𝑝 ′𝑠 > 0.05).
The differences between the three AOI layouts make it clear that it is important to pay attention
to the chosen representation. With our framework, the comparison between AOI configurations
can be done easily and therefore allows to find the optimal configuration with regards to the task.
Furthermore, it ensures the reproducibility of AOI layouts, as all configurations are stored using a
configuration file which can be shared along with the data.
Artifact Detection. Next, we want to illustrate how our framework can be used to assess the
occurrence of artifacts. To this end, we compare the viewing behavior between real and modified
videos. A plot showing the mean dwell times on each AOI for the four different AOI configurations
can be seen in Fig. 6. The plots indicate a slight difference for the eye region in 𝐴𝐻 which is not
visible in the other configurations. Instead, 𝐴𝐴 shows a similar difference for the cheek region
indicating that the fixations did not directly fall on the eyes. The plot of 𝐴𝑆 does not show any
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Fig. 6. Mean dwell times on AOIs for all configurations comparing real and face swap videos. Error-bars
indicate the SEM.

differences between the conditions, while 𝐴𝐹 and 𝐴𝐴 indicate that participants looked more at the
jaw for face swaps.
Following the visual inspection of the plots, we perform a statistical analysis of the mean
dwell times per AOI. First, we compare the condition of the video (real vs. manipulated) via a
multivariate ANOVA with the AOIs as dependent variable. We find a main effect of condition,
indicating a significant difference between the viewing behavior in real and manipulated videos
(𝐹 (5, 314) = 2.6879, 𝑝 < 0.05). We continue to assess which of the AOIs are viewed differently
between genuine and modified videos with a Welch ANOVA which indicates significant differences
only for the jaw region (𝐹 (1, 69) = 5.31, 𝑝 < 0.05). Following a post-hoc Tukey test, we find
this difference is measurable in both AOI layouts including the jaw (𝑝𝐴𝐹 < 0.05, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =
2497, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 396.17, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑝 = 3901, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 571.69 and 𝑝𝐴𝐴 < 0.05, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 2434, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 =
383.11, 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑝 = 3792, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 545.01). As previous work found a higher saliency for areas
impacted by artifacts [8, 11], we can infer that the gaze of participants was attracted by the artifacts
that occur at the facial contours when overlaying the original face with the swapped one [38], see
Fig. 3 (a). Therefore, defining an AOI for the contour of the face, which is not possible using previous
frameworks, seems to offer important insights about the quality of face swaps. Interestingly, even
though applying face swaps can lead to another contour with visible color changes at the forehead,
this area seems to be less affected by noticeable artifacts as participants did not look at it more.
Finally, the chin, cheek, and eyebrow areas did not contain any significant differences for our data,
indicating that they may not contain artifacts that strongly attract the gaze of viewers.
Scanpath Comparison. So far, we only looked at the distribution of gaze on different facial
areas and did not take the sequence of fixations into account. Using scanpath comparisons, we can
estimate the similarity in viewing behavior between participants in consideration of the temporal
order of fixations. This can be useful for the detection of artifacts as we can investigate whether
the gaze is attracted enough to make the overall scanpaths more uniform between participants. For
our analysis, we want to investigate whether the gazing behavior of participants is more similar
when watching real versus face-swap videos (i.e., to compute the similarity within participants
depending on video type). As we already found significant differences in the AOI configuration
𝐴𝐹 , we use these AOIs for the scanpath analysis. We use the Levenshtein distance [25] for the
evaluation, as this allows us to compare fixations as a series of AOIs. Therefore, it is possible to
compare the gaze of all participants for the whole set of manipulated videos against the original
videos. The output of this metric is a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates identical scanpaths.
We first compute the similarity between all pairs of scanpaths within the same condition. The
mean similarity we obtain over all participants for real videos is 0.284 with a SEM of 0.0018, while
swap videos have a similarity of 0.294 with a SEM of 0.0013. Using a Welch ANOVA, we find that
the difference in similarity is significant between both conditions (𝐹 (1, 3656) = 15.16, 𝑝 < 0.001).
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This shows that the gaze between participants is more similar for face swaps. This could indicate
that gaze is attracted to artifacts in face swaps in a similar way across the participants making their
viewing behavior more uniform than in real videos.
4.3 Computational Performance Measurement
Next we look at approximate computational times of the framework. In order to estimate the
performance of our system independently of the number of videos, we evaluate how many video
frames can be calculated per second (fps) and how many scanpath comparisons are possible per
second. For the measurements a workstation equipped with an i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4GHz with eight
cores and videos with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels were used. As can be seen in Tab. 1 the
generation of facial landmarks is the most time consuming process of all implemented functions.
To reduce the impact of this step, our framework allows the calculation using several threads and
can save the detected landmarks to a file, so they can be re-used and the generation only needs to
be done once per video. The runtimes for the creation of AOIs differs based on the used shapes but,
overall, only requires a small fraction of the total runtime. Between the three scanpaths analysis
methods, the vector based method is the slowest while Levenshtein is the fastest.
Table 1. Performance overview for various functions of our framework.

Function
Landmark creation
Landmark creation (single thread)
Calculate AOI fixations 𝐴𝑆
Calculate AOI fixations 𝐴𝐹
Mannan distance
Vector based
Levenshtein

5

Performance
13.5 fps
3.4 fps
470.8 fps
251.2 fps
27.7 comparisons/s
9.46 comparisons/s
51.9 comparisons/s

DISCUSSION

Based on our evaluation, we can discuss the possibilities of custom AOIs and the functionalities of
our framework in consideration of artifact detection in portrait videos.
Custom AOIs. First, we found that the AOI configuration has an impact on the information that
can be extracted from eye tracking data. Looking at the concrete scenario of analyzing face swap
videos, our framework can be used to detect that the contours of face swaps are more often focused
than in the corresponding genuine videos which aligns with findings of previous work [39]. While
this shows that AOIs on the facial contours are beneficial for the analysis of face swap videos, other
types of manipulations and future techniques may introduce artifacts at different facial locations.
Therefore, the functionality of our framework to automatically extract user-defined AOIs for each
frame introduces the necessary flexibility to react to future trends in facial modification approaches.
Based on our evaluation, we also saw the differences resulting from different sizes of AOIs.
Generally, previous research on facial processing recommended to use large AOIs as these are
robust to noise as well as inaccuracies of the eye tracker, and thereby sufficient for faces which
contain only sparse stimuli for free-viewing tasks [16, 18]. In the context of artifact and manipulation
detection, however, artifacts can appear at arbitrary facial positions and attract the gaze of viewers.
As in the case of face swaps, the separation of the AOIs into finer areas can then be necessary to
detect artifacts based on gaze. Therefore, AOIs should not only match the eye tracker’s accuracy
but also take the video content and applied manipulation algorithms into account. Our framework
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allows users to quickly assess the current AOI layout using heatmaps, or AOI overlays in conjunction
with gaze and scanpaths. This way AOIs can easily be defined in a meaningful way.
Functionalities of the Framework. We showed how customized AOIs can be used as a basis
for scanpath comparisons which enables users to evaluate the similarity of gaze not only between
participants but also across videos. A first exploration of our data revealed differences in scanpath
similarity for genuine and tampered videos, indicating the usefulness of this technique to assess
and improve facial modification techniques. Our framework also considers the importance of
reproducibility of AOIs in order to be able to compare results with related work. To this end,
AOI layouts generated by the interactive tool are stored in a configuration file so that the used
parameters can easily be shared.
Limitations and Future Work. Currently, our framework is specifically designed for research
on facial artifacts. It can only use AOIs in the facial area as well as static AOIs - which could
be used for non-moving background elements. This limits its applicability to scenarios where
other moving elements like hand-gestures or artifacts on the body significantly attract the gaze of
viewers. Therefore, and on the near future, we plan on testing the integration of other types of
object detectors in addition to the facial landmark detection in order increase the flexibility of our
framework for different scenes and video contents.
At the moment our framework does not automatically change the dimensions of AOIs to adapt to
different face sizes in the videos. The reason is two-folded. On the one hand, an automatic scaling
for the AOIs would need to incorporate the accuracy and precision of the eye tracker to avoid the
generation of areas too small to be reliably analyzed. And, on the other hand, it will increase the
amount and difficulty of the interactivity required from the researcher, potentially impacting their
analysis. This is better exemplify in cases when face sizes change drastically between videos: not
only the general unit defined for analysis should be redefined but this could require a completely
new AOI configuration, as areas like the eyebrows would become too small to be considered,
requiring, e.g., to redefine the eyes and eyebrows areas into a single AOI. Analyzing the interaction
between the dynamically scaled AOIs and the eye tracking data, as well as investigating best
practices to integrate the required researchers’ feedback is an interesting field for future work and
a possible extension of our framework.
Overall, our framework offers the ability to create customized AOIs using an interactive tool
and combines this with integrated analysis functions to assess and improve facial manipulation
techniques. Our evaluation shows, that it is valuable to place AOIs at positions where artifacts are
anticipated, e.g., the facial contours for face swaps.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an out-of-the-box analysis framework for eye tracking data in portrait
videos. One core functionality is the automatic yet flexible generation of areas of interest (AOIs) for
the videos. This is especially valuable as it allows to create AOIs matching both the research question
of the experiment as well as the accuracy of the eye tracker. Furthermore, our framework can be
used to calculate AOI-based eye tracking statistics like fixation times or scanpath similarity. We
demonstrated the functionalities and efficiency of our framework on a current facial manipulation
technique which showed the benefits of our framework and customized AOIs.
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